Methylation of a euchromatin-heterochromatin transition region in Arabidopsis thaliana chromosome 5 left arm.
Cytosine methylation was studied at the level of the euchromatin/heterochromatin transition genomic region of the Arabidopsis chromosome 5 left arm. It has been shown using a monoclonal antibody against 5-methylcytosines that the density of DNA methylation increases from the euchromatin towards the heterochromatin. YACs mapped along this region were characterized for their repeated sequences content. Some of them, corresponding to euchromatin, euchromatin/heterochromatin border and heterochromatin regions, were used as probes for a Southern blot analysis of methylation. This revealed that the degree of mCmCGG and GATmC methylation increases significantly from the euchromatin towards the heterochromatin. Moreover, an analysis of cytosine methylation levels (% of 5-methylcytosine) of different DNA fragments, inside the same genomic region, was performed using PCR and/or Southern blot approaches. There is a gradual increase of methylation along the genomic region analyzed: CpG methylation in the euchromatic fraction, CpG and CpNpG methylation at the euchromatin/heterochromatin transition and an additional asymmetrical methylation in the repeated-heterochromatic fraction. The most methylated repeated family at CpG, CpNpG and asymmetrical sites is the 5S ribosomal DNA, highly methylated even though it is transcribed.